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 Organizations nowadays employ cloud infrastructure to store data because there is no requirement for a local configuration in 

the user system. The user must have internet access in order to get data from the cloud. When the internet enters the picture, a lot 

of attacks occur on the cloud, and cloud forensics is used to detect and prevent those attacks. It's also crucial to keep a secure user 

log file on the cloud because the cloud log provides essential information that aids forensics investigations. Previous logging 

systems had several flaws when it comes to offering security to cloud users. The current system provides security for user files 

that are uploaded by the user, as well as user login authentication. In this secure logging, the scheme is provided by encrypting 

cloud logs It detects DDoS (distributed denial of service) attacks on the cloud infrastructure utilizing encryption techniques. It 

can be identified by looking at the cloud server's available cloud logs. Encryption methods will be used to improve the security of 

the logging system and to maintain the confidentiality and security of client data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing can be characterized as a model for 

providing ubiquitous, useful, on-demand network access 

to a shared pool of resources. It configures computer 

assets and can be immediately provisioned and launched 

with minimal management work or contact from service 

providers. It is a low-cost approach and a pay-per-use 

service. As a result, both small and large businesses are 

being drawn to cloud computing. Customers do not need 

to configure their systems in any way. Cloud frameworks 

are typically afflicted by security concerns, notably when 

it comes to PC criminology. Certain flaws make it easy 

for a bad person to scan and exploit the power of cloud 

computing. An attacker can carry out malicious behavior 

on a cloud-based. Cloud Forensics is mostly concerned 

with specific issues. Because of the essential nature of 

cloud advancements, traditional digital forensics 

methodologies, as well as apparatuses, should be 

updated to maintain the same value and confidentiality 

in a cloud domain.  

To detect and prevent the attack, forensics in the cloud is 

used. A digital forensics approach will be used to detect a 

cloud-based attack. When an attack occurs on the cloud 

or in another field, the term "forensics" should be used. 

First and first, occurrences must be identified, the 

evidence must be collected, the evidence must be 

examined, and evidence must be presented against 

attack. The basic information hotspot for system 
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monitoring is log records. A log of the document is a 

piece of framework-created information to keep track of 

usage patterns, exercises, and activities within a working 

framework, application, worker, or any other device. 

2. POSSIBLE VULNERABILITY POINTS FOR CLOUD LOG 

ATTACK 

Log generation: - This is the point of vulnerability when 

an attack might occur while generating logs on the cloud. 

This sort of log comprises data such as the host, server 

information, and so on. So, if an attacker obtains this type 

of information, he or she can use it to carry out malicious 

behavior on the host. 

Log collection: - During the process of gathering logs 

from numerous sources. 

Network: - This is a network assault that occurs between 

log collector agents and logs storage resources.  

Log storage: - Logs are saved on some resources and 

collected by log collector agents, as well as other cloud 

storage resources. 

Log analysis: - This is the susceptible point where an 

attack occurs after the investigator analyses the logs of 

malicious activities. 

 

3. DIFFERENT TYPES OF THE CLOUD ATTACK 

Cloud malware injection: - Create a cloud service with an 

infected service. Manipulate or steal data from users. 

Denial of service attack: - Sending requests from a single 

machine will   Overburden the system. The system is 

unavailable to legitimate users. 

Distributed DDoS: - Send repeated queries from multiple 

devices to Overload the system.  

Man in the middle attack: - The name implies that the 

attacker sits between the source and the destination and 

manipulates data. 

Side-channel: - Hackers install a virtual machine on the 

host computer. 

Insider: - It is started by a genuine user. 

 

Cloud virtual machines (VMs) can be placed remotely; 

they are not physically accessible and may be spread 

across multiple real-world devices. As a result, it is 

impossible to obtain specifics of the investigations by 

clinging to the forensic analysis system. Information is 

made up of a virtual machine that can be unpredictable 

and can be lost if the force is turned off or the virtual 

machine is terminated. When it comes to acquiring 

evidentiary information, the server, or cloud service 

provider, plays a significant role. Normally, each client's 

activity log (cloud log) is created by the cloud service 

provider. The log contains sensitive information that 

CSP, other users, or investigators should not have access 

to. As a result, it's vital to prevent making changes to the 

logs, maintain proper chronological documentation, and 

ensure data security. 

The system's limitation is that the processing time 

necessary to search the log entry is longer, because tags 

are attached with log entries to make searching easier. 

Each log entry is assigned a unique tag. According to the 

study, there is a paucity of research in cloud forensics, 

which is why this issue was chosen. 

They provide us with security on files that are uploaded 

to the cloud by the user in the current system. This is 

equally crucial, but there are few documents that provide 

protection against sensitive information and insider 

attacks, which is why this system provides excellent 

security against sensitive information and detects insider 

attacks. 

4. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The authors [2] employ Eucalyptus for the analytic 

cloud application, Eucalyptus logs, and IaaS to construct 

their dataset. Eucalyptus is hosted on a virtual machine 

in this paper, and they constructed a VM that looks like 

it. 1) The Cloud Controller (CLC) is a Software 

Programme that manages the cloud. -be a part of a team 

of administrators 2) The Cluster Controller (CC) is 

responsible for communicating with the storage 

controller. 3) Create cache and detect DDoS attacks with 

the Node Controller (NC). The absence of encryption is a 

flaw in this study. 

Because individual cloud databases may act 

maliciously, the Integrity database is created with a 

secure logging structure [3]. This is why the system is 

integrated with a database. The log and block data are 

stored in MongoDB. 

Three blocks make up block data. The first virtual 

machine is used to write the log, the second is used to 

provide secure log service, and the third is used to run 

the cloud database. Because three machines share a single 

host, the time spent increasing logs is longer. The 
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disadvantage is that a single host cannot properly handle 

three virtual machines; two hosts are required. The 

public key is used in this work to encrypt log auditor and 

verify log data integrity. A secret key is used to construct 

a block of data and a signature, after which the log 

auditor sends a logging request to the secure logging 

service to verify the log data's integrity. HSM is a 

physical device for storing secret keys that leverages an 

Oracle cloud Virtual Box. 

Authors employ REST as a web service, i.e. 

(Representational State Transfer) services are stateless, 

allowing several servers to process different requests at 

the same time, improving server scalability. Web services 

that focus on a system's resources can be created using 

REST. The resource for logging as a service is logs and 

log proofs. HTTP standard methods (eg. GET, PUT, 

POST, DELETE) are used to construct RESTful web 

services. The GET action is used on a resource to retrieve 

it according to the REST principle. The HTTPS protocol 

and the Snort tool are used to ensure the security of REST 

web services. It employs a private cloud and leverages 

OpenStack as a cloud open-source platform. 

OpenStack is a cloud open-source technology in which 

users produce private keys using AES and then share 

those keys with other users. A sharing cloud can be 

created as a result of this. If the user wants to exchange 

data, the public key is utilized. T p' s bloom filter has 

modified, which is why bloom tree was introduced. 

Encrypt logs with the user's private key, then distribute 

the key to various CSPs via public keys in the cloud. The 

bloom filter is used in hashing, while the Rabin 

fingerprint is used to avoid duplicate data. 

5. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE FOR SECURE LOG 

SCHEME 

• The code is deployed via a server such as miles web, 

layer shift, Heroku, and others. The database SQL file 

and the project. war file has been submitted. 

• There are a variety of choices for creating log entries, 

including Syslog-ng, Eucalyptus, and other programs, as 

well as some cloud hosting. 

• The server provides the user with project and 

database links. 

In the proposed technique, the user first logs into the 

system, after which he or she can choose a server plan 

(number of processors, memory, disc space, and price). A 

user makes a request for cloud access services to a cloud 

service provider (CSP). Once the CSP confirms the user's 

request, the user performs cloud-based activities such as 

uploading, deleting, sharing, and updating files. User log 

entries are generated and encrypted (email, MAC, and IP 

addresses are encrypted, and I p digest is done using 

hashing). If a DDos attack is launched,  DDos logs are 

generated; CSPs and investigators then validate and 

access logs from the database, revealing the attacker's IP 

address. Insider DDoS attacks are detected by this 

system, which has 150 thresholds for detecting DDoS 

attacks. If the insider value surpasses the threshold, the 

system will display user information. A password-based 

AES algorithm is employed in the proposed system, 

which includes iteration, a secret key, and 256 bits of the 

same key for encryption and decryption. In this method, 

salt is also used during encryption, and there are two 

iteration counts; the goal of utilizing iteration is to 

increase difficulty and slow down the attack pace. In this 

system, a secret key is generated first, and then a random 

string (salt) is added at the end. 

6. RESULTS 

This system presents the most secure logging approaches 

for cloud forensics utilizing modern encryption methods 

and validates a framework to detect DDoS attacks in 

cloud computing. The MD5 technique is used to calculate 

the hash value for the user's IP address. The user's 

sensitive information is encrypted and saved in the 

database using the AES technique. 

The AES technique is used to encrypt user sensitive data, 

and MD5 hashing is utilized to hash encrypted IP, MAC, 

and email addresses. Because attackers can easily obtain 

IP addresses and attack on the system if sensitive 

information is kept in plain text, this system provides 

twofold protection on sensitive information. 

If a malicious act, such as a DDoS assault, has occurred, 

the investigator will display information about the 

perpetrator. 

Many cloud attacks occur, but invader or insider attacks 

must be identified, and this technology is designed to 

detect insider DDoS attacks. The system is set at a 

threshold value for this attack, and if an insider tries to 

launch an attack, the value is exceeded, and all of the 

attacker's information is displayed on the console. 
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7. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

The proposed effort will create a secure log system that 

will offer investigators with secure and trustworthy logs 

for cloud forensics. Cloud users' privacy and secrecy will 

be protected thanks to a searchable encryption 

mechanism. The encryption system employs a 

password-based AES method that includes iteration, salt, 

and MD5 hashing on encrypted IP addresses. The current 

system and a small number of authors focused on user 

sensitive information, but new system is more robust 

because it encrypts and hashes sensitive data and detects 

insider DDoS attacks. 

When compared to the previous method, our approach is 

more secure because it focuses on the user's sensitive 

information, such as their IP address. Email address and 

MAC address While other solutions focus on 

safeguarding files, user authentication, and so on, 

encrypting user sensitive information is also essential 

because anyone may obtain the user's IP address and 

launch a cloud attack. 

This work might be expanded to identify various cloud 

assaults, encrypt files uploaded by users, and define 

parameters for CSPs to allow or reject cloud user 

requests 
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